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BATHS &
OTHER ROOMS
Why not enjoy the indispensable functionality that cabinets
bring to the kitchen in other rooms of your house? We
design our cabinets with flexibility in mind so you can find
the perfect solution that works for your unique space.
You’ll be amazed at how cabinets can transform your
bathroom, laundry room, home office, media room or craft
room by making the space feel finished, functional
and fabulous.
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Modern Marvel
Understated and elegant,
Teagan’s clean, crisp lines
add a modern touch. Its sleek
simplicity will make your
bathroom feel serene and
uncluttered.
Teagan is a full overlay veneer
slab door and drawer front.
Available in Maple.

vanity drawer base
Multiple drawers keep
bathroom accessories
organized and easy to find.
Available in two heights.

Prep for glass doors
Glass doors add visual
interest and lend an open,
airy feeling.

Bedford, IN, Benjamin Wojcikiewicz, AKBD
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landen

LANDEN Maple | Antique
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Classic Chic
This design’s simple yet
distinctive door style blurs
the lines between a modern
and classic look, allowing your
finishes and accessories to
shape the room’s style.
Landen is a partial overlay
mitered door with a recessed
veneer center panel. Routed
slab drawer front. Available in
Maple and Oak.

mirror
Create a custom mirror
by ordering matching
trim moulding in your
preferred finish and attach
to your mirror.

open shelf
An open shelf keeps
often-used items in sight
for ready access.
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Monroe
wentworth
PureStyle
Cherry
|| Java
Wentworth
Cherry| White
Java Glaze
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Detailed Design
Pair Wentworth’s detailed
craftsmanship with Cherry to
make any bathroom feel welltailored. Select a hand-glazed
finish to add depth and
richness.
Wentworth is a full overlay
mitered door with a recessed
veneer center panel. Five-piece
miter drawer front. Available in
Maple and Cherry.

Java glaze finish
Aristokraft hand contours
glaze onto each cabinet
to highlight details and
enhance the richness of
wood color and tone.

Jennifer Hoffman, Designer
Krempp Lumber Company, Jasper, IN
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ellsworth

Ellsworth PureStyle™ | White
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Cottage Cozy
Crisp, white beadboard-style
doors add a cottage feel,
evoking the simple charm of a
bygone era. White finish keeps
the feeling light and relaxed.
Ellsworth is a full overlay door
with a beaded laminate center
panel. Slab drawer front.
Available in PureStyle.™

vanity base pullout
Don’t let the slim size
fool you – this pullout
offers plenty of storage.
Three adjustable shelves
accommodate many sizes
of bottles and jars.

Wall Drawer Unit
This stackable option is
a good choice to keep
smaller items neatly
tucked away.
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Nantucket

nantucket Thermofoil | Antique
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Mix or Match
Keep your cabinet style
consistent throughout your
home, or select just the
right look for each room.
The choice is yours. With
a variety of finishes and
accessories, we make it easy
to turn each bathroom into
an individual oasis.

Apex Cabinets, Apex, North Carolina, Billy Powell

durham
PureStyle™ |
Toasted Antique
Sophisticated style with a
warm feel.

ayden
Rustic Birch | Autumn
Radiates the familiar
feeling of nature.

Nantucket
Thermofoil | Antique
Inspired by the simple
elegance of coastal
Reprinted from ITC Homes.
All rights reserved. Reprinted with permission.

tradition.
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Monroe PureStyle™ | White
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Smart Style
Make the most of any space
with storage that’s both smart
and stylish. It’s easy to find
just the right fit with cabinets
that are versatile enough to
look right at home in many
settings. Monroe’s crisp, fresh
feeling and easy-to-clean finish
are especially well suited for
laundry rooms and mud rooms.
Monroe is a full overlay door
with a recessed center panel.
Slab drawer front. Available
in PureStyle.™

WINE CUBES
Turn versatile wine cubes
into convenient storage
in any room to keep small
items orderly and handy.

Full height base
Provide additional space to
stow taller items. Available
in a variety of widths.

StyleS •• Laundry room
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SAYBROOKE

SAYBROOKE Birch | Cocoa Glaze
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Beautiful
Spaces
Cabinetry transforms bare and
ho-hum into beautiful and hard
working. Ideal for home offices,
family rooms and media rooms,
cabinets go a step further
than furniture by delivering a
solution specifically tailored
to a space.
Saybrooke is a partial overlay
mitered door with a raised
veneer center panel. Slab
drawer front. Available
in Birch.

file drawer
Store important papers
close by without the bulky
filing cabinet.

desk leg
Add furniture flair and
fashionable style to a work
surface with this tapered
Island Leg.

WINE CUBES
Keep office supplies,
mail and homework
close at hand.

StyleS •• Office
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WENTWORTH Maple | Rouge
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Ingenious Ideas
Cabinets can be the perfect
solution to many storage
needs throughout your home.
Our wide selection lets your
creativity reign, so you can
design an office, media center
or entryway that makes you
smile with every use.

Ellsworth
PureStyle™ | White
Put extra wall space
to work with cabinets
configured to provide just
what you need.
Dubell Lumber, Cherry Hill, NJ, Paulette Maddox

grayson
Maple | Rouge
The stately profile of this
design makes an entrance
grand and gives everyone
in the family a spot to store
bags, jackets and shoes.

Wentworth
Maple | Rouge
Understated yet handsome,
this design strikes the right
tone for a home office or
media room.

StyleS •• multi-purpose
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durham

durham
| Toasted
Antique
durham PureStyle
PureStyle™
| Toasted
Antique
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Easygoing and
Efficient
Durham’s style is easygoing
and casual, and it brings
hardworking efficiency to a
variety of spaces. Its enduring
character and warmth make it
a good choice for a bedroom,
craft area or office. Our many
organization options have
something to offer for any
room.
Durham is a full overlay mitered
door with a recessed laminate
center panel. Five-piece miter
drawer front. Available in
PureStyle.™

wall organizer
Conveniently sized
dividers store and stack
items of all sizes.

Chris Roush, Reese Kitchens, Indianapolis, IN
Michele Boggs, MB Designs, Indianapolis, IN

StyleS •• craft room
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Organized All
Over
Think beyond the kitchen with
organization that keeps the
whole house neat. Our flexible
storage options bring ordered
calm to bathrooms, laundry
rooms, craft rooms and more.
F

A. Linen closet with
removable hamper
	
Generous space for
towels and bath items
B. Vanity PUllout
	
Ingenious solution for
bottles and jars

D

C. vanity sink base
supercabinet™
with tip-outs	
	Plenty of space for all
the odds and ends a
bathroom needs
D. Three-drawer base
	
Store makeup, hair
accessories and more
E. 	vanity chrome
rollout
	
Don’t dig – just roll out
what you need
F. 	30-inch
supercabinet
	
Lots of storage in a
compact space
G. pantry rollout kit
	
Convert a utility cabinet
into a pantry

E

G
Solutions •• organization
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SAYBROOKE Birch | Cocoa Glaze

Aristokraft® Cabinetry is a certified brand in the Kitchen Cabinet Manufacturers Association (KCMA) Environmental
Stewardship Program. The program recognizes companies that demonstrate an ongoing commitment to environmental
practices and sustainability.
At Aristokraft, we’re passionate about delivering the selection and value our customers need to bring their design visions
to life. And our belief that the quality of our service is as important as the quality of our cabinets makes the process a
pleasure.
Product photography and illustration have been reproduced as accurately as printing technologies permit. To ensure
highest satisfaction, we strongly recommend you view an actual sample for best color wood grain and finish representation.
www.aristokraft.com
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